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Entropy, Order Parameters, and Complexity
Statistical Mechanics 4488/6562, Spring 2021

MWF, 10:10-11:00, Clark 294D
Jim Sethna sethna@lassp.cornell.edu, PSB 412, 5-5132, office hours Fri 11-12:30.

TA: Manki Kim, mk2427@cornell.edu, PSB 425F
www.physics.cornell.edu/sethna/teaching/562/

Aimed broadly at grads in physics,
computer science, engineering,
biology, mathematics, and the social
sciences
Quantum mechanics will be important
only for two weeks during the course.
Previous statistical mechanics is not
required, but extra work to catch up
would be necessary. A high level of
scientific sophistication, however, is
expected.
Will use a 'flipped classroom' format,
with activities during class hours and
content covered in the reading.
Text is the second edition, Statistical
Mechanics: Entropy, Order
Parameters, and Complexity, second
edition (Jan. 2020). New and modified
exercises have been added to the first
edition.

This course focuses on those topics in
statistical mechanics of interest to scholars in many fields. Topics will include random walks and
emergent properties; temperature and equilibrium; phase space dynamics and ergodicity; entropy; free
energies; quantum statistical mechanics; calculation and computation; order parameters, broken
symmetries, and topology; correlations, response, and dissipation; abrupt phase transitions; and
continuous phase transitions, fractals, and the renormalization group.

Homework Assignments
Computer exercise hints and course materials
Course description, first day presentation.
Texts, due dates, exams, grades.
Tentative schedule.
Jacob Alldredge's This Is Stat Mech, illustrating the old, unflipped classroom experience.

Statistical Mechanics: Entropy, Order Parameters, and
Complexity Second Edition

Available at Oxford University Press

http://pages.physics.cornell.edu/~sethna/StatMech/EntropyOrderParametersComplexity20.pdf
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http://pages.physics.cornell.edu/~sethna/teaching/562/HW/Grading.pdf
http://pages.physics.cornell.edu/~sethna/teaching/562/HW/20SchedulePlan.pdf
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Course Description
James Sethna

Last correction at January 11, 2021, 1:20 pm

We will attempt to provide a broad view of statistical mechanics, with applications to not only
physics and chemistry, but to computation, mathematics, dynamical and complex systems,
and biology. Some traditional focus areas will not be covered in detail (thermodynamics,
phase diagrams, perturbative methods, interacting gasses and liquids). Instead, we will
focus on statistical ideas and methods that have found uses in a broad variety of fields.

Flipped format: The former lectures for this course have been carefully turned into chapters
in the text. We take this opportunity to ‘flip the classroom’ – we will ask you to read the
lecture material before the class, and spend class time on exercises, projects, and discussion.
National research, and much local experience in Cornell’s Physics department, suggests that
this approach can make for significant improvements in learning (and be more interesting).
Those of you headed for academic careers should watch me in this transition to see if you
like the approach.

• Load: This class traditionally demands around fifteen hours of out-of-class work each
week. (Physics graduate students work hard.) We will make every effort to monitor the
total effort. We anticipate around four hours per week of pre-class preparation (reading
and pre-class questions), and will try to keep the remaining challenging homework
questions to around ten hours per week.

For those who wish a less intense introduction into modern statistical mechanics (espe-
cially those in other fields), we have set up a companion class, Physics 4488 – same time,
same place, different requirements. For Physics 4488, we ask you to do the pre-class
questions for each lecture (below) and typically two of the four homework exercises
each week. This should provide an excellent insight into the basics, and your choice of
advanced topics, with a significantly lower time investment.

• Pre-class questions: By 8:00am the day of class, we ask you to upload the answer to
a pre-class question testing a key point in the reading. (Do it the previous evening.
Upload it to Canvas at the course Canvas site.) I will be using your responses to decide
how to start class the next day.

• Canvas and the course Web site: Handouts for this course (in-class questions and related
materials, weekly homeworks, and exercise solutions) will be available on the Canvas
site for the course. The Canvas site will also serve as the place to upload your solutions
to pre-class questions, homeworks, and exams, and likely also the place to access grade
information. The Web sites for this course (http://pages.physics.cornell.edu/∼sethna/
teaching/562/ and backup http://www.lassp.cornell.edu/sethna/Teaching/562/) will
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have links to the hints files for the computer exercises, together with much of the rest
of the information (but not the exercise solutions).

Prerequisites: The course presumes a high level of sophistication, equivalent to but not nec-
essarily the same as that of a first-year physics graduate student (undergrad-level quantum,
classical mechanics, and thermodynamics). Only a small portion of the course (roughly one
and a half weeks) will demand a knowledge of quantum mechanics; students with no quan-
tum background have found the rest of the course comprehensible and useful, if challenging.
Quantum exam questions will be likely in 6562, but will not be assigned in 4488.

Audience: This graduate statistical mechanics course has four audiences, all of whom this
course will attempt to accomodate:

1. Physics, astrophysics, and chemistry audiences need to (i) understand how thermody-
namics emerges from atomistic processes [fundamental concepts of temperature, en-
tropy, and free energy, defining the microcanonical, canonical, and grand canonical en-
sembles], and (ii) understand quantum statistical mechanics [Bose-Einstein and Fermi
statistics, black-body radiation, Bose condensation, superfluidity metals, neutron stars,
black hole entropy, etc.].

2. Biology and soft-condensed matter physicists needs an emphasis on fluctuations [random
walks, diffusion equations, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem] with applications to
problems like polymer physics, membranes, and molecular motors. The soft-condensed
matter audience, facing a bewildering variety of phases and defects, need the organizing
theoretical principles we use to understand them [order parameters, phases, Landau
theory, and the homotopy theory of defects].

3. Mathematicians and computer scientists need to understand how statistical mechanical
ideas apply to computation and communications [information theory and Shannon
entropy], and mathematics [ergodicity and the KAM theorem, Markov chains, entropy
in dynamical systems].

4. Complex systems theorists need an exposure to the statistical origins of large-scale
structures in space and time [avalanches, scaling, critical phenomena and continuous
phase transitions, self-organized criticality, universality and the renormalization group].

Alternatives: Chemistry 7960 is a more traditional graduate statistical mechanics class,
taught by Roger Loring in the fall. Physics/A&EP 4230 is a more traditional undergraduate
statistical mechanics course, also taught in the fall. If you are uncomfortable with the content
or format of this course, please consider 7960; people do differ in the ways they learn best,
and we have all been selected to be successful in lecture classes.
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Pre-class questions, and Web resources. You are responsible for doing the reading
before class each day, and answering a ‘Pre-class Question’ based on that reading. The pre-
class questions are graded leniently, but make a good effort. On the first day of each week
the pre-class question will be turned in with the homework; other days it is due at 8:00am
the morning before class. On those days, log in to the class Canvas web site and upload your
answer (handwritten photos, pdf, whatever).

Homeworks. Homeworks will be due on the first class each week (usually Monday). The
first homework is due next Monday, February 15. Those in 6562 will typically do four exercises
per week; those in 4488 will be asked to do two (in addition to the pre-class question for
Monday). You are encouraged to work in groups for the homeworks, but write up your own
answers. The homeworks are similar to homework and exam questions assigned in previous
years. We ask that you do not consult the old answer keys! In moderation, getting stuck and
working through things is the way we learn. Answer keys will be distributed after class on
the due date. Later homeworks will be accepted only by special arrangement, and only if
you haven’t looked at the answer key.

Computer exercises. Most homeworks will have a computer exercise. Hints for Python
and Mathematica are available at

http://pages.physics.cornell.edu/∼sethna/StatMech/ComputerExercises.html;
we recommend that you download the hints notebooks and edit them. For the first week,
we will also have somewhat primitive hints for Octave and Matlab (which are rather simi-
lar in syntax to Python.) For general information about Python, see http://pages.physics.
cornell.edu/∼myers/teaching/ComputationalMethods/GettingStarted.html. We recommend
installing the Anaconda Scientific Python distribution, http://anaconda.com/download. Be
sure to install the accelerate package with the commands

conda update conda
conda install accelerate

Exams. There will be a prelim (mid-term) exam and a final. Both will likely be take-home
exams.

Grading. In 6562, 5% of the grade is based on the pre-class question participation, and
45% on the weekly homeworks. In 4488, 10% will be based on pre-class questions and 40%
on homeworks. (Do not consult homework answer keys from previous years. Warn me if you
find answer keys on the Web.) The remainder will be based on the exams, 20% on the prelim
and 30% on the final. Exams are normally open-book, but of course no collaboration with
others is allowed for the exams.
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